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ABSTRACT

An indirect method for the estimation of the area measure of a planar set X from
the convex ring‘ is proposed. At first, the mixed area A(X,19I\') of X with sufficiently
enough rotations 1‘) of a chosen convex test set Ix’ is estimated by means of the dilation
area. Then, the area measure estimate is obtained by solving an integral equation.
The estimation bias is discussed and several particular examples are presented.
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INTRODUCTION

Let X be a planar body from the convex ring (i.e. X can be represented as a
finite union of convex compact sets with non-empty interiors). The oriented normal
direction distribution is the distribution of the unit outer normal to X over the
boundary OX. Multiplied by the total boundary length, it equals the area measure
ax of X introduced originally for convex bodies and extended to finite unions by
additivity (see Schneider, 1993). (The notion ” area measure” follows from the spatial
case, where 0,\'(B) is the surface area of all boundary points of X at which the unit
outer normal falls \vithiu B.) When considering only the direction of the line normal
to 3X, the (non-oriented) normal direction distribution is obtained; it is an even
distribution on the uuit sphere. 5", depends only on OX and is usually estimated by
the stereologlcal method of linear intersection counts (Stoyan et al., I987).

Linear probes are clearly not sufficient for the estimation of ax. The proposed
method of estimation is based on the relation for mixed areas
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where Ix’ is a convex body with support function h(I\',-) (/i.(l\',u) is the distance
from the origin of the support line to l\' perpendicular to u E S‘). The mixed area
can be estimated by means of the relation
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